Abstract. The strategies for rumor inhibition behaved insufficiently in latter half of rumor propagation in social network. A new multi-community immunization strategy was proposed to inhibit the latter half of rumor propagation. This strategy calculated firstly one or several communities of special immure node in social network, and immunized the most important neighbor node in each community with a certain probability. Using Facebook friendship data as simulating experiment data, several rumor inhibition strategies, including multi-community immunization, were evaluated and analyzed comparatively. With initial propagation node and random-selected node separately, comparative experiment was advised to estimate the performance of multi-community immunity strategy. Experiment result indicates that multi-community immunization strategy has more obvious inhibiting effect in latter half of rumor propagation. Using the initial infected node as initial immune node, multi-community immunization strategy can eliminate efficiently hazards in latter half of rumor propagation.
Introduction
Information propagation model in social network had already abstracted too many scholars' research effort. Aiming at the rules of information propagation in virtual social network, many research works focused on the improvement of infection propagation model from different aspect. A decay function [1] was introduced into the model of SIR (Susceptible Infective Removal). In this model, infective node could become removal according to decay function without external effect. Infective affair was divided into internal infective and external infective [2] . Analogously, removal node was divided into two excluding kinds: removal involving from infective by their own antibodies and removal involving from susceptible. Based on CSR (Credulous Spreader Rational), M-CSR [3] divided social network nodes into credulous nodes, spreader nodes and rational nodes, and introduced individual infective probability to present a model of rumor propagation in mobile SNS. Group psychology [4] was introduced into the CSR to discover the potential features of rumor propagation.
Because of the hazards to society caused by rumor propagation, many scholars focused on the research of rumor inhibition strategy. Objective immunization [5] , acquaintance immunization [6] were firstly applied to inhibit viruses propagation in complex network. An important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] was suggested based on SEIR in [8] model. In this strategy, a healthy node was selected randomly as the initial immune node when inhibition strategy began to work. In every iteration of rumor propagation model, this strategy always chose the most important acquaintance node of immune node as the next immune object. Emulation experiment shows that, important acquaintance immunization strategy had more obviously inhibition effect than objective immunization [5] and acquaintance immunization [6] . Based on SIR model, pushing hands node in [9] was proposed to inhibit information propagation. This so-called pushing hands node was similar to the Hub node in objective immunization in [5] . By improving SEIR model, a synthesis immunization strategy in [10] was proposed, which was a compromise between objective immunization and acquaintance immunization.
Among the current rumor inhibition strategies, the common characteristic was that, inhibition action started in early period of rumor propagation. In this proposition, most inhibition strategies could work efficiently and obtain ideal performance. However, the effectiveness of most strategies was limited at a later stage of rumor propagation. As an example, the Hub nodes in objective immunization in [5] , became probably infective nodes at later stage of rumor propagation because of node degree. Furthermore, nodes in social network usually belong to one or more communities and spread naturally information among several communities. Moreover, most strategies selected randomly initial immune node, and neglected the influence of initial immune node to the rumor inhibition. Aiming at the problems mentioned above, a multi-community immunization in social network was suggested and comparatively analyzed with other rumor inhibition strategies.
Rumor Propagation Model
A model of rumor propagation in social network was created firstly based on SEIR [8] model. The nodes in social network were divided into 4 classifications, namely, susceptive node, exposed node, infective node and removal node. Susceptive node means is which never receives rumor and had no immunity of rumor in social network. Exposed node was which already received rumor and will not spread it temporarily. Infective node had accepted rumor and was spreading it in network. Removal node had lost interest in rumor or had no taste of it at all.
Nodes in social network mentioned above transformed status among susceptive(S), exposed (E), infective (I) and removal(R). Transform rules, that is rumor propagation rules, were illustrated in (1)Susceptive node transforms from S to E with probability p 1 after receiving rumor from infective node.
(2)Exposed node transforms from E to I with probability p 2 . (3)Exposed node transforms from E to R with probability p 4 . (4)Infective node transforms from I to R with probability p 3 .
(5)Removal node transforms from R to I with probability p 5 .
In important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] , infective node will transform to R with probability 1 after having spread rumor information. In fact, infective node maybe spread rumor to various social circles in social network. Obviously, the transformation from I to R was a gradual process but not mutational one. So, infective node transformed from I to R with a certain probability.
Multi-community Immune Strategy
As mentioned above, most rumor inhibition strategies started in early period of rumor propagation and obtained outstanding performance. However, in middle and later period, because of most nodes with big degree being infected, these strategies got inefficient result, such as objective immunization strategy [5] .
Important acquaintance immunization strategy always chose the immune-free neighbor node with the biggest degree as the next immune object in every propagation iteration. In other words, immune user always chose the most influential friend as the next immune object in social network to maximize effect of rumor inhibition.
Relative research indicated that, community discovery [12] and division evaluation [13] had become one important realm of complex network. According to interest, profession, location and so on, each node in complex network usually existed in one or more network communities and shared information with other neighbor nodes. After theoretical analysis, the number of community in important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] was exactly 1. Our multi-community immune strategy was discussed as follows.
(1)Suppose G denotes social network, and choose one node N i as the initial immune node, and set d=0, S d ={N i }; 
, and select one immune-free node with the biggest degree, named as N j,k,t , and immunize it with a certain probability p j,k , at last set
, and go to step 2 if iteration is not terminated.
Simulation Experiment
By contrasted to the objective immunization [5] and important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] , the rationality of the multi-community immunization strategy proposed above is indicated. The simulation and results of comparative analysis are discussed as follows.
Original Data and Simulation Model
One social network was constructed by using friendship data from Facebook [13] as original data of simulation. The statistics of original data were shown in Table. 1. The degree distribution of nodes in social network was illustrated in Fig.2 . In this simulation, the nodes with degree 0 had 80. The maximal degree of nodes was 293. From the aspect of clustering coefficient and correlation coefficient of degree, the original data of this simulation was little better than important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] . Simulation of rumor propagation model was processed firstly. Similarly to important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] , one node with average degrees was selected as the initial propagation node. The probability parameters in Fig.1 were set as p 1 =0.35, p 2 =0.2, p 3 =0 .05, p 4 =0.002 and p 5 =0.05. Iteration number was 100. The number of susceptible node, exposed node, infective node and removal node at different times were counted after 30 repetitive simulation experiments, as illustrated in Fig.3 .
From the experiment result shown in Fig.3 , the rumor propagation mode was very consistent with the important acquaintance immunization strategy. The scale of rumor propagation reached peak point when t=7 in [7] and when t=23 in our social network.
Comparative Analysis of Inhibition Stategy
Rumor inhibition strategy in social network should play important role in two aspects at least. Firstly, it could restrain the scale of rumor propagation in early stage. Secondly, it could eliminate harm of rumor propagation in later stage. The first aspect attracted more research effort, such as important acquaintance immunization strategy [7] and a synthesis immunization strategy in [10] . In this paper, we will lay special stress on the second aspect.
Generally speaking, the nodes with bigger degree took part in more network communities, and spread information in network communities with higher probability than the nodes with less degree. Suppose that removal node spread counter-rumor in most 4 network communities with probability 1, 0.7, 0.4 and 0.2 separately. A network community discovery method suggested in [14] was adopted to simulation experiment. No immunization, objective immunization, important acquaintance immunization and multi-community immunization are applied in simulation when t=15, t=20 and t=25. As shown in Fig.3 , the scale of rumor propagation reached its peak point when t=23. That is, the time t=15, t=20 and t=25 can indicate the middle and later stage of rumor propagation. The whole experiment repeated 30 simulations. Every simulation iterated 100 times.
The number of infected nodes (exposed node and infective node) over time was illustrated in Fig.4 in the middle period of rumor propagation (t=15) with several inhibition strategies. Obviously, objective immunization strategy didn't obtain apparent result, whose reason lied in that part Hub nodes had already been infected in rumor propagation and outlived its purpose of inhibition. Compared with other inhibition strategies, our strategy got a little better performance of rumor inhibition, as shown in Fig.4 . In the peak and later period of rumor propagation (t=20 and t=25 respectively), the number of infective node over time was illustrated in Fig.5 and Fig.6 . At this time, rumor had already spread in a large scale. Three rumor inhibition strategies had no notable performance on controlling the peak of infective nodes. However, in the recession period after the peak point, out strategy obviously promoted the decrease of infective nodes by comparison with other rumor inhibition strategies. That is to say, out strategy could trigger transformation of node status from E or I to R. It indicated that our multi-community immune strategy owned the capability of eliminating hazards of rumor in the middle and later period of rumor propagation, which was also illustrated in Fig.4 .
Initial Immune Node's Impact on Rumor Inhibition
Using our multi-community immune strategy, a random node and the initial propagation node were selected separately as the initial immune node to repeat the simulation. The initial immune node started to inhibit rumor propagation when t=15. The number of infective nodes was counted at different times in simulation, as illustrated in Fig.7 . As shown in Fig.7 , in the middle stage of rumor propagation, the peak point of infective nodes using initial infective node as immunity node was bit less than the other. It indicated that, selecting initial infective node as the initial immune node had more obvious effect on rumor inhibition. Furthermore, in the latter stage of rumor propagation, the infective nodes decreased with faster speed. It indicated clearly that immunization strategy starting from the initial infective node took more distinct effect on eliminating harm of rumor propagation. The fundamental cause lied in that, after transferring from I to R in Fig.1 , the node could take impact on neighbor nodes with higher possibility.
Conclusion
Rumor inhibition strategy attracted more research effort, especially in early period of rumor propagation. Most inhibition strategies could obtain outstanding performance under condition of detecting the existence of rumor propagation as soon as possible. A multi-community immune strategy was proposed to inhibit infected nodes in middle and later period of rumor propagation and obtained more obvious performance than others. Our strategy also could help to eliminate existing hazards caused by rumor propagation in later period. Moreover, simulation experiment indicated that inhibition starting from the source of propagation could achieve better performance. Finding and detecting communities of nodes was the key point of multi-community immune strategy, which would be also our future research work.
